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ABSTRACT

PDBMD2CD is a new web server capable of pre-
dicting circular dichroism (CD) spectra for multiple
protein structures derived from molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations, enabling predictions from thou-
sands of protein atomic coordinate files (e.g. MD tra-
jectories) and generating spectra for each of these
structures provided by the user. Using MD enables
exploration of systems that cannot be monitored by
direct experimentation. Validation of MD-derived data
from these types of trajectories can be difficult via
conventional structure-determining techniques such
as crystallography or nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy. CD is an experimental technique that
can provide protein structure information from such
conditions. The website utilizes a much faster (min-
imum ∼1000×) and more accurate approach for cal-
culating CD spectra than its predecessor, PDB2CD
(1). As well as improving on the speed and accu-
racy of current methods, new analysis tools are pro-
vided to cluster predictions or compare them against
experimental CD spectra. By identifying a subset
of the closest predicted CD spectra derived from
PDBMD2CD to an experimental spectrum, the asso-
ciated cluster of structures could be representative
of those found under the conditions in which the MD
studies were undertaken, thereby offering an ana-
lytical insight into the results. PDBMD2CD is freely
available at: https://pdbmd2cd.cryst.bbk.ac.uk.

INTRODUCTION

Circular Dichroism (CD) spectroscopy is a widely used
technique to explore and examine aspects of protein struc-
ture in solution. CD data can be employed to determine the
secondary structure content of a protein and hence, whether
a protein is correctly folded or not. Notably, it is also a dy-
namic technique able to monitor any resultant structural

changes that arise when ambient solution conditions are
altered, for example by temperature or pH. Additionally,
identifying changes in structure following the binding of
ligands, cofactors or other proteins is also possible. So the
technique offers a highly versatile approach to monitoring
the dynamics of structural changes of proteins in solution
when it is not possible via other techniques such as crys-
tallography, or even solution nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) studies, to make such comparisons.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies, specifi-
cally those on proteins, can be used to examine the struc-
ture and dynamics of complex macromolecular systems as
they evolve over time. As the name suggests, these are in sil-
ico simulations capable of offering atomistic and dynamic
insight on systems, even where there are no experimental
techniques available to obtain such data directly. In these
studies, it is important to validate the MD results when-
ever possible, by examining the extent of the match between
data generated computationally and any comparable data
obtained from a supporting experimental technique. Data
that match well lends weight, and hence validity, to other
properties obtained from an MD study where those specific
results cannot be supported by direct experimental means.
The use of MD for studying interactions involving proteins
is growing year on year, so it is all the more important to
have an experimental technique which is versatile enough
to provide the necessary supporting data to match with the
MD results. CD spectroscopy is readily available as such a
technique.

Previously we developed a web server, PDB2CD (1), ded-
icated to producing predictions of CD spectra from protein
atomic coordinates. That package has fulfilled an important
role in providing users with meaningful predicted CD spec-
tra of proteins where obtaining an experimental CD spec-
trum was not possible, often enabling comparison of this
against an actual spectrum from a related protein (2–6).

However, PDB2CD was not envisioned to cater for mul-
tiple input files due to the inherent ‘rate determining step’,
that of performing the structure comparisons between the
query structure and those in the reference set of pro-
teins used, the SP175 (7) ‘gold standard’ set available in
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Table 1. Left panel, cross-validation leave-one-out (LOO) data for the 83 proteins in the reference set and comparison of predicted and right panel,
experimental CD spectra of eight test proteins

LOO reference set RMSD Test set (eight spectra) RMSD

PDBMD2CD 0.940 (0.394) PDBMD2CD 0.962 (0.496)
PDB2CD (SMP180) 1.026 (0.468) PDB2CD (SMP180) 1.347 (0.443)
DICHROCALC 2.062 (1.111) DICHROCALC 2.111 (1.596)

SESCA – (DSSP-1 basis set) 1.055 (0.442)

The average RMSD values for PDBMD2CD, PDB2CD and DichroCalc for the LOO data, and included is SESCA for the test set of proteins (lowest
values are the best and highlighted in bold). Standard deviations are given in brackets.

the Protein Circular Dichroism Data Bank (PCDDB) (8).
This meant that to generate predicted CD spectra using
PDB2CD, structures derived in an NMR ensemble had to
be input individually. For structures generated from MD
studies, only the average, or most representative structure
from the trajectories would be entered (5,6). To provide
a site with additional analysis tools capable of dealing
with generating predicted CD spectra from multiple pro-
tein structure input files in an efficient and accurate way,
the PDBMD2CD web server has been created.

THE PDBMD2CD SERVER

The PDBMD2CD web server is a user-friendly resource de-
signed with the aim of making it available to a wider user
community. Specifically, the focus has been to facilitate the
input of multiple protein structure entries from which pre-
dicted CD spectra are generated for each one. Our aims were
to optimize on speed of delivering the results whilst retain-
ing, and improving, the accuracy levels of CD spectra pre-
diction. Enabling multiple structure input means that all se-
lected structures sampled from MD trajectories as a repre-
sentative set can be used to generate information over the
entire time-course of the study, rather than using only one
‘representative’ structure (5,6).

An overview of the methodology behind the
PDBMD2CD package is presented here, with more
details in the Supplementary Data. PDBMD2CD employs
a combination of two different approaches: The first uses
basis spectra that represent seven secondary structural
types derived from a least squares regression of the CD
signal (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary
Table S2) from structures in our 83 protein reference set (a
set derived from the high-quality SMP180 (9) which has
a broader range of proteins incorporating both soluble
and membrane proteins, and shown in Supplementary
Table S1). The second creates a basis set of spectra from
structures in the reference set with the closest secondary
structure content to the query protein, estimating each
basis spectra’s weighting in the final prediction through
a multivariate optimization of the contributing spectra’s
summed secondary structure content. The two predicted
spectra from these approaches are then averaged to give
the final prediction, resulting in better accuracy than either
method alone.

Testing of PDBMD2CD was performed using leave-one-
out (LOO) cross-validation on the training set using the root
mean square deviation (RMSD) between predicted and ex-
perimental spectra as a performance metric. In addition,
predictions were made on a separate test set of eight struc-

tures derived from the PCDDB (Table 1 and Supplementary
Table S3). Summarized data comparisons are presented for
PDB2CD (1), the DichroCalc web server (10) and SESCA
(for the test set only) (11), a downloadable, command-line
python package. Results from PDBMD2CD (Table 1) were
in good agreement overall with the experimental spectra
and showed significant improvements over existing ab ini-
tio and empirical methods, including PDB2CD. Figure 1
shows comparisons of the RMSD differences between the
experimental and predicted CD spectra for PDBMD2CD,
PDB2CD and DichroCalc, ordered from the lowest to high-
est RMSD values both for the LOO cross-validation results
and for the test set of proteins. Examples of predicted CD
spectra for the test set structures are presented in Figure 2.
Two of the better-predicted spectra are shown in Figure 2A
and B, whilst two of the poorer predictions are shown in
Figure 2C and D.

INPUT AND OUTPUT

Input

PDBMD2CD takes as input Protein Data Bank (PDB)
structure files, either in PDB or mmCIF format. Single or
multiple structure files may be uploaded. To minimize wait
time caused by upload speeds, large numbers of files can be
uploaded as a single compressed (zip, bzip or tar.gz archive)
file. Alternatively, it is possible to use a PDB code, or mul-
tiple codes separated by commas, placed into the box pro-
vided, so the structure files corresponding to those codes
are fetched from the RCSB PDB (12) servers. Although the
main focus has been on files from MD simulations, multi-
ple files from other sources can also be used. For example,
these could be from an NMR ensemble of structures where
it would be of interest to see the range of conformations ob-
tained, particularly where flexibility in the structure might
lead to differing clusters of structures; CD could be used to
arbitrate between these possible outcomes. Another illus-
tration of potential usage is in homology studies, taking the
structures of a range of related proteins from the PDB and
then comparing their predicted spectra to that of an experi-
mental one to ascertain which of the homologous structures
most resembles that of the experimental protein.

Output

PDBMD2CD creates three output pages which may be
accessed through a tabbed menu. These are the ‘Results’,
which is the default page, ‘Clustering’ and ‘Compare to Ex-
periment’ pages. Each page has specific types of analyses
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Figure 1. Plots of the RMSD values between calculated spectra for DichroCalc (dotted line), PDB2CD (thick dashed line), SESCA (right hand panel thin
dashed line) and PDBMD2CD (solid line) for the Reference proteins in the leave-one-out cross-validation, (left hand panel) and for the test proteins (right
hand panel).

Figure 2. Examples of predicted spectra from DichroCalc (dotted line), PDB2CD (dot-dash line) and PDBMD2CD (dashed line) plotted against the
experimentally determined spectrum (18) (solid line) obtained from the PCDDB (8). Two good PDBMD2CD examples are: (A) human dUTPase (PDB
code: 1Q5U) and (B) 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (PDB code: 2Y3Z). Two poorer examples are: (C) Ecotin (PDB code: 1ECZ) and (D) Beta-2-
microglobulin (PDB code: 2YXF).
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for the multiple predicted spectra. An example of how these
pages appear, together with the home webpage, is given in
Figure 3 and is discussed in the ‘Case Study’ section.

Results tab

On this page are all the generated CD spectra together with
the mean of these spectra in one interactive graphic. To
the right of that is an interactive graphics pane showing
the structure most representative of the set of structures
entered. Below this is a secondary structure plot of alpha
helix versus beta sheet content as derived by the ‘Dictio-
nary of Secondary Structure of Proteins’ (DSSP) definition
(13), showing in blue the data for the reference set of struc-
tures used and in orange the positions of each of the struc-
tures uploaded for generating their CD spectra. To the left
of this are data associated with the generated CD spectra:
the names of the structures used in the predictions, the date
and time of the run, the number of structures uploaded, a
report on the number of any failures within this set (with a
pull down box below this value indicating which these are if
there are any), the average RMSD of the generated spectra
from the mean of the set and the name of the most represen-
tative structure file (the structure shown in the upper right
pane) in PDB format. There are links available to this file in
this table and also below the interactive structure pane. The
spectra are downloadable both as .zip and .csv files. Below
this are the mean values for the secondary structure content
present in the structures, with an associated standard devia-
tion. These secondary structure features are: Helix 1, Helix
2, Antiparallel Sheet 1, Antiparallel Sheet 2, Parallel Sheet,
Turn and Other (defined as the content of what is left that is
not defined by those terms above it) such that the total adds
to 100% (defined in the Supplementary Data).

Clustering tab

On this page it is possible to group the predicted spectra into
clusters using the k-means clustering (14) method (see Sup-
plementary Data for the full explanation of this approach).
Once again, the overall set of predicted spectra are pre-
sented on the top left of the page. On the right of this is
an ‘elbow’ plot, which allows visual estimation of the opti-
mal number of clusters within this set of spectra by identi-
fying the smallest number of clusters which account for the
largest variation in the data. The elbow plot shows the dis-
tortion, calculated as the mean Euclidean distance between
the cluster members and the centroids generated for values
of k from one through to six inclusive. The largest devia-
tion from linearity between three contiguous k-mean clus-
ter values will produce a bend forming the ‘elbow’ and the
middle value of the three represents the most likely number
of clusters present in the data set (see also the Supplemen-
tary Data). The plot gives a guide to the number of clusters
present in the data, but the user needs to make the ultimate
judgement on what might be considered the best number of
clusters.

As the k value is modified by the user (from a pull down
box at the top of the ‘Clustering’ page), so the spectra within
the main representation are coloured according to the num-
bers of clusters identified, and below this main plot are the

individual clusters similarly coloured. Each cluster has sep-
arate data associated with them which includes to the right
of the plot the average RMSD of the clustered spectra from
its mean, the identity (and a link to it) of the representa-
tive structure of that cluster, the number of structures within
that cluster, the average secondary structure content and a
download link to the spectra associated within the cluster,
in .csv format. To the right of this is an interactive pane dis-
playing the most representative structure of that cluster.

Compare to Experiment tab

This page enables comparisons to be made between the pre-
dicted spectra and a user-provided experimentally-derived
spectrum. The user file can be uploaded in many standard
text-based output formats (produced by different CD in-
struments), as an output file from the Synchrotron Radi-
ation CD (SRCD) beamlines and as a generic two-column
format (wavelength versus CD data). Uploaded spectra can
be in either Delta Epsilon units (as default) or in Mean
Residue Ellipticity (chosen by selecting a radio button),
which in this case the package converts into Delta Epsilon.

The RMSDs between the experimental and each of the
predicted CD spectra are used as the measure for compar-
ison. The user may choose between comparing using an
RMSD threshold or by specifying the number of predicted
spectra to show that are closest to the experimental spec-
trum. By default, this RMSD value (which may be modi-
fied by the user), is initially set at 0.5, or to half the maxi-
mum RMSD value if that value is smaller than 0.5. As the
user choses a maximum RMSD value so the value show-
ing of the number of closest predicted spectra is updated
to that which equates to the chosen RMSD value, and the
reciprocal of this happens if a number of closest spectra
is chosen instead. Each comparison will generate a subset
of the predicted spectra as a result. To the left below this
section is a plot displaying the currently chosen subset of
spectra together with the experimental spectrum in red, the
mean prediction of the subset in blue, and the closest pre-
dicted spectrum to the experimental spectrum in green. To
the right of this is a pane showing a histogram plot of the
distribution of predicted spectra RMSD values from the ex-
perimental. This can be displayed in either of two forms: the
counts of spectra as binned blocks of the RMSD of the pre-
dicted spectra from the experimental spectrum, or the cu-
mulative sum of these counts. A solid red line indicates the
position of the maximum RMSD value in the currently se-
lected subset. Moving the cursor over the plot generates a
dashed red line which moves with it displaying as it does so,
the values of RMSD, count and cumulative count, allow-
ing a user to select a new threshold RMSD value for subset
selection. Clicking the left mouse button generates the new
comparison position and the solid red line moves to that
new position. Below this pane are detailed the experimental
file name, the number of members in the current displayed
subset of spectra, the matching maximum RMSD threshold
for that subset, the mean RMSD of the subset, the name of
the structure file within the subset from which the closest
predicted spectrum to the experimental is derived, the clos-
est RMSD of this spectrum and the structure furthest away
in this subset, and its related RMSD value. To the left of
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Figure 3. Example pages from the PDBMD2CD web server. Panel (A) is the landing input page; panel (B) the ‘Results’ page showing all the predicted
spectra (in light blue in the left pane together with the most representative spectrum of the set in dark blue), the most representative structure of the set
(in the right upper pane), the secondary structure alpha helix versus beta sheet content in the right hand lower pane, the blue being for the reference set,
the orange for the input structures (2672 here) and associated secondary structure information (in the lower left pane); panel (C) is the ‘Clustering’ page
illustrating the results from a k-mean = 2 clustering (shown in the right hand pane), where, below this, the spectra have been clustered into the purple
first cluster set, and the dark orange second cluster set, and there are associated secondary structure information and the most representative structures
associated with each cluster also shown in the panes to the right of the plots; Panel (D) is the ‘Compare to Experiment’ page and shows the information
obtainable from comparison to an input experimental spectrum. Here a subset of spectra is being shown with an RMSD smaller or equal to 0.5 as maximum
away from the experimental spectrum. The spectra are shown in the left pane in light blue, with the experimental spectrum in red, the subset mean in dark
blue and the closest spectrum to the experimental in green. A histogram plot showing the RMSD distribution of predicted spectra distanced from the
experimental spectrum is shown in the right hand pane with a red line indicating the RMSD/number of chosen spectra in the current subset. Below this
are secondary structure and associated data pertinent to the current chosen subset.
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Table 2. Data associated with the Case Study thermal melting of Lysozyme by MD simulations in this paper and experimental data from SRCD and
SAXS, obtained from ref. (15)

Temperature ◦C NRMSD (CD) RMSD (CD-MD) Helix % (MD) Helix % (CD) Rg (Å) (MD) Rg (Å) (SAX)

20 0.021 0.248 40.6 (1.3) 39 (1) 14.2 (0.1) 14.5
24 0.023 0.257 40.5 (1.2) 39 (1) 14.2 (0.1)
28 0.024 0.262 40.5 (1.2) 39 (2) 14.2 (0.1)
33 0.02 0.257 40.4 (1.2) 39 (2) 14.2 (0.1)
37 0.035 0.25 40.4 (1.2) 38 (1) 14.2 (0.1)
42 0.028 0.214 39.5 (1.4) 38 (2) 14.2 (0.1) 14.3
47 0.031 0.24 39.7 (1.4) 37 (2) 14.2 (0.1)
51 0.035 0.203 38.6 (1.2) 37 (2) 14.2 (0.1)
55 0.043 0.2 38.0 (1.3) 37 (1) 14.2 (0.1)
60 0.055 0.188 37.2 (1.2) 35 (1) 14.2 (0.1) 14.2
64 0.065 0.189 35.8 (1.5) 35 (0) 14.2 (0.1) 14.3
68 0.075 0.175 33.9 (1.7) 31 (1) 14.1 (0.1) 14.3
72 0.142 0.342 21.1 (7.8) 25 (0) 15.8 (1.8) 14.9
77 0.096 0.513 7.7 (2.9) 19 (1) 16.6 (1.1) 16.6
R72* 0.037 0.215 38.1 (1.2) 36 (1) 14.2 (0.1)
R77* 0.157 0.38 16.1 (5.7) 28 (1) 16.7 (2.1)

*R72 and R77 refer to temperatures at 20◦C having returned from 72 and 77◦C.
The columns are: the temperatures of the SRCD runs (◦C), the NRMSD values giving the match between the experimental CD spectrum and the back-
calculated spectrum derived from the calculated secondary structure content for each temperature, the RMSD difference between the experimental CD
spectra and the closest group of 60 predicted spectra (from the MD structures) at each temperature, the helix content determined from each MD group,
the helix content determined from the SRCD spectra by CONTINLL method in the DichroWeb server, the radii of gyration of each group of structures,
and the radii of gyration determined experimentally from low-angle X-ray scattering (SAX) studies. Standard deviations are given in brackets.

this data, and below the plot, is the mean 7-state secondary
structure information for the current subset as a percentage,
with its associated standard deviation. The names and pre-
dicted spectra of the structures in the subset can be down-
loaded as a .csv file.

CASE STUDY––UNFOLDING SIMULATIONS OF HEN
EGG-WHITE LYSOZYME

To illustrate and highlight the way in which this web server
might be used to provide valuable information and analy-
ses of data, an MD simulation experiment was undertaken
studying the thermal unfolding and refolding properties of
Hen egg-white lysozyme (HEWL). To generate the spectra
a zipped file containing the MD structures was uploaded
(Figure 3A). The predicted spectra were displayed on the
‘Results’ page together with the most representative struc-
ture, along with data pertaining to the input files and sec-
ondary structure information on these structures (Figure
3B). Clustering of these predicted spectra, together with as-
sociated data on these clusters, were produced (Figure 3C)
and comparisons were obtained to a series of individual ex-
perimental SRCD spectra (Figure 3D).

A similar MD study by Meersman et al., (15) used pooled
experimental data from SRCD spectroscopy, Fourier Trans-
form Infra-red spectroscopy, NMR, small-angle X-ray scat-
tering (SAXS) studies and MD simulations to examine the
effects of temperature on HEWL. In this earlier study all
these respective experimental techniques obtained results
over the temperature range of 20–77◦C, and to match this
the maximum time-course for the MD runs was set at 10
nanoseconds (ns), and repeated nine times, at a temperature
of 500 K. Here a different strategy was adopted; conducting
MD runs as two repeats of 500 ns at temperatures of 270,
300, 350 and 450 K (full details of the MD simulation pro-
tocol are given in the Supplementary Data). Reference set

structures were recorded for each trajectory; the first struc-
ture at t = 0, and at every 1.5 ns thereafter, such that a to-
tal of 2672 structures were produced. All these structures
were pooled into one dataset. The reasoning for this strat-
egy was that as the range of temperatures of the MD runs
was broad the structures produced would be most reflec-
tive of the folded state in the lowest temperature studies,
would match the partially folded states in the mid tempera-
ture runs, and would match the unfolded state in the higher
temperature runs.

To ascertain the quality and relevance of the MD struc-
tures produced from our study, parameters such as sec-
ondary structure content, and radius of gyration, obtained
experimentally from the other techniques reported in the
original paper (15) were also generated from the structures
in our MD simulations. Our criterion for MD structures
to be selected as representative of the temperatures over
the experimental range was solely based on the degree of
matching of their predicted CD spectra to those experimen-
tal spectra reported in the SRCD data. These spectra were
obtained from the PCDDB (8) resource under entry codes
CD0003675000.gen to CD0003675013.gen for the unfold-
ing spectra, and code CD0003690000.gen for the refolded
from 72◦C and that of the refolded 77◦C data (A.J. Miles,
personal communication). Each experimental SRCD spec-
trum from the study was compared in turn to the 2672 pre-
dicted CD spectra generated by PDBMD2CD. For each the
ensemble group size of closest predicted spectra (and hence
of the associated MD structures) was taken to be 60, (just
over 2% of the total predicted spectra) thereby keeping the
data close and relevant to the results.

Table 2 shows the comparisons between the experimental
data obtained from the melting studies of lysozyme and the
same parameters generated from the MD structures. The
experimental CD data show lysozyme to be a very resilient
structure to thermal unfolding. Little change in helix con-
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Figure 4. Representative structures from the MD simulation studies for the folded/unfolded states at 20, 64, 72, 77◦C, and recovery to 20 from 72◦C (R72)
and to 20 from 77◦C (R77) in panels (A–F), respectively. Where feasible, the orientations of the structures are maintained in each panel. The vertical helix
in panel A is that which is retained the most in each of the subsequent panels.

tent (4%) is seen between 20 and 64◦C (helix % (CD) in Ta-
ble 2). Above this temperature the helix loss is more pro-
nounced, where at 77◦C the calculated content is around
19%. It is possible other forms of ‘structure’ are present
at these higher temperatures which cannot be determined
from the CD data. This is because there is an increase in the
normalized RMSD (NRMSD) value compared to those of
the lower temperature values. This term is a ‘goodness-of-
fit’ between the experimental spectrum and the spectrum
back-calculated using the calculated secondary structure
content, which should be as close to zero as possible. The
term comes from the CONTINLL (16) method that was
used in DichroWeb (17) to obtain the helix secondary struc-
ture content of the experimental CD spectra. The helix con-
tent calculated from the 60 closest MD structures (Helix %

(MD) in Table 2) for each of the temperatures show an excel-
lent agreement with the CD values over the entire tempera-
ture range to 72◦C. Only the 77◦C values differ substantially
where, as stated, the analysis of the CD data may have some
issues as shown by a poor NRMSD value.

Figure 4 shows representative MD simulation structures
for selected temperatures from over the range of the study
(the full set of structures with further associated informa-
tion is given in the Supplementary Data (Supplementary
Figure S2)). The radii of gyration values obtained from the
SAX studies (Rg (SAXS) in Table 2) also show excellent
agreement with those produced from each of these represen-
tative groups of MD structures. These indicate, again, that
up to 64–68◦C there is little structural change in the volume
of lysozyme; i.e. the tertiary structure remains intact whilst
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only the ends of some helices start to unfold (as shown in
Figure 4). At the highest temperature only the core of one
helix and some beta sheet structure remain. Transient helix
propensities are retained sufficiently at 72◦C to provide a
nucleus to enable recovery of the tertiary structure on cool-
ing to quite a reasonable extent, as indicated by the data as-
sociated with the cooling back to 20◦C from 72◦C (R72 in
Table 2). At 77◦C these core helices are now lost to the point
that their propensities are so low that it is not possible to re-
cover the tertiary structure when the protein is cooled back
to 20◦C as indicated by the R77◦C data (Table 2).

SUMMARY

PDBMD2CD provides the user with a means of obtain-
ing predicted CD spectra from multiple input coordinate
files from a variety of sources; MD simulation structures,
NMR ensemble structures and multiple homologous pro-
teins, for example. The web server provides a ready means of
interrogating predicted spectra in terms of possible cluster-
ing, offering insight into potentially different populations
of structures present in the original input, or through a
direct comparison to an experimental spectrum, perhaps
indicating that a group of the input structures have char-
acteristics comparable to those of the protein that pro-
duced that experimental data. As illustrated in the lysozyme
case study, PDBMD2CD offers a ready means of analysing
the structures from MD simulations grouping these purely
by matching the degree of similarity between their pre-
dicted CD spectra to those of an experimentally-derived
set of spectra from thermal unfolding and refolding studies.
The helical content, and radii of gyration generated from
these groups showed excellent agreement to the compara-
ble experimentally-determined values across a wide range
of temperatures. The information and analysis potential
demonstrated by the PDBMD2CD web server shows that
this fast and user-friendly site can provide a novel way to
interrogate MD structural data.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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